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First Deception
Final Deception

What has been…..will be

Adam and Eve were partakers of divine nature
from their creation. They had only right and holy
inclinations and were in harmony with God, His
will and his perfect creation. So how did they
come to a point where they were willing to
believe lies and choose contrary to God's
instruction? They had all they needed. What
prompted them to feel a supposed greater need?
They had all they could desire. So what stirred up
in them a desire for more? It was the enemy of
God and the enemy of mankind, Satan. His
methods are stealth and deception for no other
goal but destroying God's character and His
creation.

Jesus says in John 8:44, that Satan is a liar and
the father of it. His character is that of deception
and destruction. There are only two groups of
people on earth, the children of God, and the
children of Satan. As we shall see in this study, it
is the choices a person makes, not merely their
profession that determines whose child they are.

So, the first couple on earth, perfect in mind and
body, fell to Satan's deception. Are we better
fitted to resist his cunning and deception today?
Will he use these same tactics to deceive the
world at the end? How can we be sure we
haven’t already fallen to his deceptions? What

guidance does the account of the fall in Genesis,
hold for us here at the end? Is it possible that
what has been, will yet be?

First Deception

1. Who‘s word defined right and wrong for Adam and Eve? Genesis 2:16,17 _____________
Note: In Eden, the spoken word of God was the only thing they had to base their obedience

upon. There was nothing in science or logic that told them which tree was good for food, or which was
bad for food. So by faith they accepted what God said as truth.

2. The very first test of loyalty to God involved two trees, the tree of life and tree of
__________ of _________and _________. Genesis 2:17

3. Eating from the tree of life would result in continued life. Eating from the tree of knowledge
of good and evil would result in __________. Genesis 2:17
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Note: God does not force, or coerce His created beings. He allows freedom to choose. He
always defines what is right, but also warns of what is wrong and then offers the freedom to choose
as they will, even if that choice brings unfavorable consequences.

4. Satan is the father of lies and the author of deception. So, in order to deceive Eve, he
communicated through the instrument of a __________, to conceal his true identity. Genesis
3:1

5. Satan lied and said to Eve; you will not surely _______, but would instead become like God.
Genesis 3:4,5

Note: The idea that man does not die, but transitions to higher existence at “death” is even to
this day a foundational teaching in virtually all world religions. There in Eden was planted the seed of
spiritualism and has become one of the most effective deceptions Satan uses. Signs, miracles,
omens and spirit communication are some of the ways this deception is manifested.

6. Are miracles, such as a serpent that speaks, or our perceptions that are contrary to the
word of God safe to follow? Genesis 3:6 ____________

Note: Satan, through the serpent presented false information. Eve allowed her perceptions to
confirm that lie. As a result, she concluded that the tree was in fact good for food, directly
contradicting the words of God. The evidence was real, but it was not true, and led to a false
conclusion.

7. _______ was deceived into sinning. But _________ knowingly and willingly chose to follow
his wife in sin. 1Timothy 2:14

8. Sin brought ______________between man and God, resulting in fear and shame. Isaiah 59:2

9. At the sound of God approaching, Adam and Eve did what? Genesis 3:8 _________________

10. After the sin, but prior to declaring a judgment on the guilty couple, did God make an
investigation? Genesis 3:8-13_____________

11. During the investigation, did Adam and Eve accept responsibility, or blame others?
Genesis 3:12, 13 ___________________________

12. Adam and Eve had made garments of fig leaves in an attempt to hide their nakedness.
What did God replace these leaves with? Genesis 3:21 _____________________________

Note: Adam and Eve failed to overcome this first deception. The only remedy was a substitute
sacrifice. Although they did not comprehend it at the time, the substitute was their Creator who would
one day offer himself as a sacrifice for sin. This was represented by the animal whose skins covered
the guilty pair. Genesis 3:21

13. Yielding to this first deception resulted in the loss of what? Genesis 3:23 _______________
Note: Not only did the guilty pair lose their garden home, they also lost the privilege of eating from

the tree of life. Through one wrong choice they went from having perpetual life and health, to
degeneration and eventual death. Likewise spiritually, they went from perfect harmony with God, to
fear and shame and hiding. Their physical nakedness revealed their state of spiritual nakedness.

14. Adam and Eve were instructed by the spoken word of God. What is it that reveals truth to
us today? John 17:17, 2Timothy 3:15 ___________________________

15. The final conflict between good and evil will involve what two laws? Revelation 13:15-17,
14:12 _____________________________ and ____________________________

The Final Deception
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16. In Eden, Satan directly contradicted Gods words to Adam and Eve. In the final deception,
does Satan, through his representative, go even further by claiming authority to change even
God’s law? ________

Note: “The Pope has the power to change times, to abrogate laws, and to dispense with all
things, even the precepts of Christ.” Decretal, de Tranlatic Episcop. Cap
“The pope can modify divine law, since his power is not of man, but of God.” -Prompta Bibliotheca,
Venice: Caspa Storti, 1772

17. God at creation established a day of rest. It is a day that He defines as “My holy day” in
scripture, and establishes it as a moral standard in His ten commandment law. Which day
does God acknowledge and claim as His own for the purpose of rest and worship? Isaiah
58:13,14, Exodus 20:8-11, Mark 2:28 __________________________

Note: At the time of the end(Revelation 14:6,7), as the world approaches the final conflict, God
calls our attention to worship, using specific language taken directly from the fourth commandment of
His eternal moral law. The seventh day Sabbath is a sign of God's authority as Creator. As Creator he
has the authority to both bless and sanctify a specific day, as well as command all of creation to
observe it. No other being possesses this authority.

19. In Eden the first deception involved two trees. The final deception involves two days,
which represents two different authorities. The first of these two days is God's Sabbath, the
seventh day of the week as defined in His law. To discover the second, we must ask the beast.
What day has he chosen to define his own authority?_____________

From The Convert's Catechism of Catholic Doctrine,1957:
“Q. Which is the Sabbath day?
A. Saturday is the Sabbath day.
Q. Why Do we observe Sunday instead of Saturday?
A. We observe Sunday instead of Saturday because the Catholic Church transferred the solemnity from
Saturday to Sunday.”

“The Catholic church, by virtue of her divine mission changed the day from Saturday to Sunday.” -Cardinal
Gibbons, Catholic Mirror Sept. 23 1983.
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Now, consider the following quote taken from a letter by C.F. Thomas, Chancellor of Cardinal Gibbons, October
28, 1895. “Of course the Catholic Church claims that the change was her act…And the act is a mark of
her ecclesiastical power and authority in religious matters.”

Note: Just as the first test involved two trees, both of which God created and were perfect, so
the final test involves two days, both of which God created and were perfect. However, just as the
tree of knowledge was good in itself, but was used for the wrong purpose, so this first day of the week
is perfect as God created it, but is being used for a purpose other than what God created it for. To
observe a day in place of God’s holy day, disregarding His command, is idolatry and rebellion.
Furthermore, man cannot bless or sanctify anything, only a holy God can, yet the beast power claims
the authority to do such. What does the beast point to as a sign of this authority? It boasts Sunday,
the first day of the week as its mark of authority. So this day, when established and enforced by law
as a counterfeit day of rest, can accurately be defined as the mark of the beast, as described in
Revelation 13.

20. In Eden, Satan spoke through a serpent, concealing his true identity. Revelation 13:2
declares that the beast receives its power, seat and authority from the dragon. Who is this
dragon that works through the beast? Revelation 12:7-9 ______________

Note: In this final test, Satan conceals his identity by working through the beast. Scripture
reveals that he even forms a counterfeit trinity: dragon, beast and false prophet, that will work to
deceive all nations on the planet. Revelation 16:13

21. Just like that first test in Eden, where Adam and Eve had nothing but the word of God to go
by, there is nothing in science or logic that reveals which day is God's holy day or which
might be a counterfeit. What is the only source we have that defines God's truth in this
matter? Genesis.2:2,3, Exodus 20:8-11 ________________

Note: It is by faith alone, in the word of God alone, that we know which is God's holy day. We
must choose where that faith is placed, either in the Word of God, or the word of the beast.

22. In Eden, Satan told Eve she would not die and that she could become like God, laying the
very foundation of spiritualism, the oldest lie on earth. Does Satan's final deception include
spiritualism, also called sorcery, to deceive all nations? Revelation18:23 ________________

Note: Most people do not realize the extent to which spiritualism has invaded virtually every
part of society today. Many are unwittingly participating in, or hold ideas that will lead to practices that
are spiritualistic and antichristian. The following are just a few of the endless ideas, religions and
popular practices today that have roots in Satan's lie that man cannot die, or that he can become like
God, or just simply communicating with the “spirits”. Through these practices he is linking minds to his
own, so that when he presents his final deception, the natural inclination will be to accept it.

pantheism(The idea that God is in all matter, or that matter is deity. This concept elevates creation,
including humans, to God-status and is thus worshiped)
contemplative prayer, or “ the silence”(a method of so called “prayer”, introduced to catholicism by
Ignatius of Loyola, and is little more than eastern meditation, or self hypnosis, using christian
terminology.This practice has made its way into virtually every Christian denomination on the planet,
and with good reason. As the Vatican II documents reveal, it is the primary tool of the church of
Rome, to bring all the other churches back to her. This emptying of the mind is the opposite of Biblical
prayer. The goal is to bring the mind into the alpha state and thus be able to communicate with the
spirits. But it is not the Holy Spirit, it is fallen spirits, or demons.
wicca (witchcraft, paganism, nature worship, pantheistic)
hinduism, buddhism(incorporates pantheism, spirit worship, spirit healing)
yoga(the word means to “yoke with buddha”, the exercises are the worship)
martial arts(all martial arts have their roots in chan buddhism and ultimately Hinduism)
healing arts (any healing modality that utilizes the concept of universal energy, chi, ki, prana, etc.
such as ayurveda, homeopathy, aromatherapy, applied kinesiology, iridology, acupuncture,
reflexology, reiki, healing crystals, divination, vibrational medicine, etc.)
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new age and astrology(rooted in the concept of universal energy. Consulting/worshiping the stars is
explicitly condemned in the Bible)
Immortal soul(the popular, but unbiblical Christian view borrowed from Greek philosophy, aligns
directly with the serpents words in Eden; “you will surely not die”, but rather your soul will actually
attain a much greater existence, with greater knowledge and greater abilities, becoming like God)
Hollywood(Anything film or song that glorifies sin, Satan, the occult or following your heart or
feelings. Films and music are some of Satan's most effective tools today, programming unsuspecting
minds with subtle gnostic messages that will one day bear fruit.

Certainly, there are many more methods and forms that Satan uses to deceive. Any one of these
practices will diminish the ability to discern right from wrong and can often lead to direct
communication with evil spirits, or supernatural manifestations that will draw the unsuspecting deeper
into the deception, and ultimately to eternal loss. The prolific use of mind altering drugs today is only
enhancing this widespread deception. All of this is very anti-christian. To incorporate ideas or
practices from multiple religions is known as syncretism and is a practice that is very strongly
condemned by God in the Bible, referring to it as spiritual adultery that results in eternal loss. All of
this deception is leading humanity into one global, convoluted religion, called Babylon, with the sole
purpose of uniting the entire world in rebellion against the one true God, denying Jesus Christ as
diety and rightful possessor of all creation. All who fall prey to this deception will lose everything.

23. In Eden, Eve used the lies of Satan, combined with what her senses told her, to arrive at a
false conclusion that the fruit was good to eat. In the final deception, will most of the world
receive the lies of spiritualism along with the deception of miracles to arrive at false
conclusions, in opposition to God's moral law? Revelation 13:13,14, Revelation 14:9-12
________________

24. In Eden, Eve was deceived into eating the fruit, but Adam knowingly ate. In the final
deception, many will be deceived, or coerced into accepting the mark of the beast, symbolized
by the mark in the “hand”. Others will willingly and knowingly accept the mark, symbolized by
the mark in the _________________Revelation 13:16

Note: After God delivered Israel from their Egyptian bondage, He gave them the feast of
unleavened bread and it was to be symbolically upon their hand and on their forehead. The reason
God gave this was to remember His law(Exodus 13:8,9). This symbol revealed their trust in God to
save and sustain them. Likewise, those who receive the symbolic mark of the beast in the hand or
forehead reveal their trust in the beast to “save” them and in so doing honor his law, rejecting God’s
law.

25. Yielding to that first deception, Adam and Eve sinned and in choosing to sin, they had
separated themselves from God. Will those who yield to the final deception and receive the
mark of the beast experience eternal separation from God? Revelation 20:12-15 _____________

26. In Eden, after Adam and Eve had sinned, God came to them and investigated prior to
pronouncing and executing His judgment. Does God conduct an investigation prior to
executing sentence at the end? Daniel 7:9,10 _______. Does this investigative judgment take
place while the gospel is still being preached? Revelation 14:6,7 _______

Note: God has books in which are recorded the words and deeds of every human being. The
information in these books are what He investigates prior to sentencing every person who has ever
lived. Our choices decide what that sentence will be. The books are accurate and the judgment is
final. Thus we should live everyday with this end in mind. Will the books reveal a life hid in Christ? Or
will they reveal a life lived for self? Malachi 3:16, Revelation 3:5

27. After Adam and Eve sinned, they attempted to hide themselves from God. Do unrepentant
sinners at the end attempt to hide themselves from the Lamb? Revelation 6:15,16 ___________
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28. After sinning, Adam and Eve recognized their nakedness and tried to cover themselves
with fig leaves. The book of Revelation describes the Laodicean church's perception of itself
as what? Revelation 3:17___________________________________________________________

Note: The Laodicean church refers to the condition of the christian church at the time of the
end, just before Jesus returns. Unlike Adam and Eve who immediately realized their nakedness,
Laodicea is unable to see its own nakedness. It is a deplorable and dangerous place to be. It reveals
the depths to which the human condition has degraded since creation. We cannot of ourselves even
recognize our own sinful condition.

29. Who is it that reveals Laodicea's true condition? Revelation 3:14 _____________________
Note: It is the testimony of the true and faithful witness, the Amen, that reveals Laodiceas true

condition. This faithful witness is none other than Jesus Christ himself. The question is, will Laodicea
accept Jesus' testimony as accurate and truthful, or remain self deceived?.

30. Im Eden, during that first investigation, God described to Adam and Eve the sure results of
their sin. Likewise, during the investigation of Laodicea, Jesus has only condemnation. His
first indictment against Laodicea is that it is “wretched”. What is the end result of the
wretched? Romans 7:24 __________________

Note: This passage in Romans 7 is the only other place in all of Scripture that uses the word
translated here as “wretched”. It describes a person who knows what is right and wants to do what is
right, but is bound by chains of sin, a person who is living by the flesh. It is a christian who has a form
of godliness, but lacks the power to overcome. It is the same group of professed believers to which
Jesus declares in Matthew 7:23 “depart from me, for I never knew you”. They profess to have the
assurance of salvation, and truly believe that they are on the path to heaven, but it is a false hope,
because they have not surrendered all, thus they are not overcoming, they are not yet saved.

31. In Eden, after God described to Adam and Eve their true condition, He then presented a
remedy for their sin. Does such a remedy exist for Laodicea? Revelation 3:18-21 ____________

Note: Jesus offers a remedy to the wretched Laodicean, just as a remedy existed for the the
guilty pair in Eden and the wretched man of Romans 7. It is the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ and
the power He offers to overcome sin and to live in the Spirit, free of condemnation, Romans 8:1-4. It
is only by accepting this perfect atoning sacrifice that we can overcome and have true assurance of
salvation. What does this acceptance look like? It is represented by the “gold tried by fire”. It is the
most difficult battle ever fought, the battle to surrender the will to God, to crucify self. Surrender to
God results in a total transformation of character. He transforms our thoughts and desires, resulting in
a very real change in our words, actions and attitudes. We come to despise the sinfulness of this
world and its corruption, no longer enjoying what the world enjoys. This is how Jesus discards the fig
leaves, covers our nakedness, clothing us with His robe of righteousness.

The investigation that God makes in Laodicea
cannot continue indefinitely. When it ends, there
is no further opportunity to repent or be changed,
It is the final deception that marks the end of this
investigation. Those who yield to this final
deception suffer the same destruction that Satan
and his angels receive. Revelation 14:9,10. The
only remedy is Jesus Christ, but we must accept
His substitutionary sacrifice, in it's fulness while
there is still time. The final deception is swiftly
approaching and without Christ's robe clothing
us, we will be unshielded from the deception.
Accepting His robe today, which includes the
laodicean message, will lead us into willing

obedience to all of God's commandments, which
in turn shields us from falling to the final
deception. Those who overcome will one day be
restored to Eden and once again be privileged to
eat from that tree of life
“Here is the patience of the saints: here are they
that keep the commandments of God, and the
faith of Jesus.” Revelation 14:12
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